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Egypt & Israel
Explore the ancient Egypt, visiting Cairo, Luxor,
St. Catarina,Taba and Mount Sinai.
DAY 01 – DEPART FROM MIAMI GATEWAY FOR EGYPT
Gather your valid travel documents. Your pilgrimage begins today boarding your flight to
Egypt. Meals and drinks served aloft.

DAY 2 - ARRIVAL at ISTANBUL Airport for connecting flight to LUXOR - EGYPT
Upon your arrival in Istanbul -Turkey, you will go for (in transit) immigration. After the
immigration procedures, follow to check in your flight for LUXOR (EGYPT) .
Another ⅖ hours flight. Welcome to Luxor. Reception by our representatives waiting for you to
help with immigration procedures. Following, collect your luggages, you will be transferred to
your Hotel. Accommodation in Luxor : FREE DAY Sleepin to rest from your jet lag flights
Meals : Breakfast

DAY 3 - LUXOR - TEMPLES
Breakfast at your hotel..This morning, at advised time, enjoy an sightseeing in Luxor.
Accompanied by your tour guide proceed to visit Karnak temple. Enjoy walking along the
avenue of sphinxes to enter the largest religious site in Egypt, built for Amon-re the official
deity of Luxor. Discover the complex as your guide explains the great history of Karnak
temple, following to to visit Luxor temple, a larger Ancient Egyptian called “the Southern
Sanctuary”, located in the center of Luxor city. The Temple once was joined to Karnak
temple by 3 km Long Avenue of Sphinx, a portion of which marks the entrance to Luxor
temple.. This evening we had plan a MASS at Catholic Church in Luxor . Back to your Hotel
Meals: Breakfast and Dinner
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DAY 4 - LUXOR - VALLEY OF THE KINGS
Today, after breakfast, Check out your hotel (luggages). At advised time, our
representative will be waiting to follow our last day in Luxor. Departure to Theban
Necropolis on the west bank of the Nile, opposite Thebes in Upper Egypt. It was used
for ritual burials for much of the Pharaonic period, especially during the New Kingdom
We will cross town the West Bank of the Nile, to visit Valley of the Kings, also known
as the Valley of the Gates of the Kings. From here we will also visit the Valley of the
Queens, known in the ancient as Ta-Set-Neferu, which means ‘the place of beauty”
Following to visit the Mortuary Temple of Hatshepsut and the Colossi of Memnon,
which are two massive stone statues,facing the Nile, representing the pharaoh
Amenophis III, who reigned in Egypt during the Dynasty XVIII.

Today, after Lunch, at informed time, transfer to Luxor airport to catch an late flight
from Luxor to Cairo. Safe Travels.
Upon arrive at Cairo airport, collect your luggages, meet our representatives then be
transferred to your Hotel in Cairo.
Overnight and accommodation : At Barcelo Pyramids Hotel
Meals : Breakfast
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DAY 5- PYRAMIDS & CAIRO SIGHTSEEING TOURS INCLUDING MUSEUM
Enjoy your first breakfast at your hotel in Cairo. Let's explore Cairo visiting the Egyptian
Museum of antiquities. On display is a rare collection of 5000 years of art the largest most
precious collection of Egyptian art in the world. Over 250,000 genuine artifacts are presented,
including an exhibit dedicated to the Tutankhamen collection of treasures, gold, and jewelry, as
it was enclosed in his tomb for over 3,500 years before it was discovered in the 1920s when
his tomb was excavated.
Mass: Saint Francis Church .
Stop for your first Lunch in Cairo (not included)
This afternoon you will have the great pleasure to visit the Great Pyramids Cheops, Chephren
& Mykerions. Cheops is the most colossal ever built. Next is a close-up look at Sphinx a huge
funeral complex guarded by the legendary lion body with the face of king Chephren.
Before go back to your hotel (if time permits), we will make a stop at the o Bazar de Khan el
Khalili in Cairo.

Tonight we will experience a dinner with Show Folclórico on the floating boat along the Nile
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Back to your Hotel in Cairo
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DAY 6 – CAIRO - SINAI PENINSULA / THROUGH SUEZ CANAL - ST. CATARINA
After breakfast at the hotel, check out (luggages) departure to the Sinai Peninsula (land)
via Ahmed Hamdy tunnel under the Suez Canal,from Africa to Asia.
Enjoy the Sahara desert exploring the Bedouin lifestyle, with one stop at MARA, place
mentioned in the Bible as the place of “sour water’ in Moses route from Egypt to israel.
Explore the beauty of the Red Sea (Sinai peninsula) all the way to the city of Santa
Catalina. Lunch on route (included)
Arrival at your hotel.in Santa Catarina - Accommodation and Dinner:
Preparation to leave the hotel around midnight for the Mount Sinai experience
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DAY 7– MOUNT SINAI
Preparation to leave the hotel around midnight, for the Mount Sinai experience
Mount Sinai is located in Egypt on the Sinai Peninsula. The mountain goes by many
names including Mount Horeb, Jebel Musa, and Mount Moses.
Around midnight leave for Mount Sinai. The mountain reaches 7,497 feet in elevation.
Although this is quite high, the mountains surrounding it are taller. The mountain is
composed of different types of granite and volcanic rock, believed to have formed during
the latter part of the evolution of the Arabian-Nubian Shield.
This mountain has a long history which has led it to become one of the holiest places in the
world for Jews, Christians, and Muslims. According to the Bible of these religions, Mount
Sinai is where Moses spoke with God and received the Ten Commandments. This event
occurred as Moses was leading the Israelites out of Egypt to the promised land, Israel..
After seeing an amazing sunrise at the top of Sinai Mountain, as we descend from the hill,
we will return to the hotel. Breakfast.

OFF TO TABA
At the scheduled time leave (luggages) to the town of Taba on the edge of the gulf of
Aqaba. Arrival at the hotel
LUNCH, and free time to rest and enjoy the spectacular red sea beaches.
Hotel in Taba : La Playa Beach Resort
Meals: Breakfast + Lunch + Dinner
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DAY 8– TABA – ISRAEL (ARAVA DESERT- DEAD SEA)
Preparation to leave Egypt to Israel
After breakfast at the hotel, it is time to leave Egypt. Check out (luggages).
At the scheduled time, we follow to Taba border, an international border crossing between
Taba, Egypt, and Eilat, Israel.
Welcome to ISRAEL. After assisted with immigration procedure by our egyptian crew

Welcome to ISRAEL. Meet your guide.
From this point, drive along the Arava Road, so you can admire the stunning desert
backdrop of Timna Park, the setting for the replica of the Tabernacle, also for the
Solomon Pillars (Mines) Impressive sandstone hills, located in the center of the Timna
Valley. Lunch on route
From here to the Dead Sea, earth’s lowest elevation on land.Sea level
Accommodation, Dinner and overnight at your Hotel in Dead Sea
Meals: Breakfast + Dinner
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March 17, 2021
Welcome to Israel Dead Sea

Enjoy your time relaxing in the warm and salty
waters of the the biggest free spa on Earth.
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DAY 09: DEAD SEA - MASADA – BETHANY – JUDEAN DESERT - TIBERIAS
This morning you will enjoy the biggest free spa on Earth.
The Dead Sea is called a Sea but it is actually a salt water lake, bordered by Jordan to
the east and on its west is Israel and Palestine. It’s surface and shores are between
1300 -1400 fts. below sea level, Earth's lowest elevation on land.. It’s a hypersaline lake
that is truly one of Earth’s unique places. The Dead Sea is one of the world’s saltiest
bodies of water, people can easily float in the Dead Sea due to natural floatable.The
Dead Sea is almost 10 times saltier than the ocean, and has become a major center for
health research and treatment for several reasons.
Biblically, Ein Gedi and the surrounding desert, known as the Wilderness of Ein Gedi,(in
the dead sea area) were part of the territory of the Tribe of Judah. David sought refuge
from King Saul at Ein Gedi.

Meals: Breakfast
Breakfast at the hotel. At infored time check out (luggages).
We will leave to climb by cable car to the Masada fortress, palace built by King Herods.
We will visit the excavations.of one of his palaces on the top of MASADA, site of the
Jews’ last stand against the Romans after the fall of Jerusalem.
From there to Qumran,ancient place of the Essenes.The Essenes (Jewish community)
denied the resurrection of the body and refused to immerse themselves in public life,
choosing to live in the caverns where the Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered. Following
leaving through the Judean Desert, considered John Baptist’s desert for most of the bible
believers. From here to Bethany to visit the house of Mary and Martha,Lazarus’s sisters.
We will also visit the grave of Lazarus. From here to Jericho, the oldest city in the world,
dating perhaps from about 9000 BC .From here through Judean Valley and the Jordan
Valley, we will drive to Tiberias. MASS: Bethany/grave of Lazarus
Late arrival to the hotel. Accommodation in your hotel in Tiberias.
Meals: Dinner and Breakfast
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DAY 10: SEA OF GALILEE - MAGDALA - MOUNT OF BEATITUDE
Following Jesus steps in Galilea
After breakfast at the hotel, off to boat ride over the Sea of Galilee from Tiberias to
Capernaum. Then to Tabgha, place of the Multiplication of the Loaves and the Fish. From
here to the Primacy of St. Peter, and to the Mount of Beatitudes,
Time for Lunch, taste of “Peter Fish” in a restaurant beside the Sea of Galilee.
In the afternoon to visit Magdala, city of Maria Magdalena (excavations).
Following to Caná da Galileia, to visit the 1st miracle church where couples can renew the
marital vows. End of the day. Return to the Hotel in Tiberias.
Meals: Breakfast + Dinner + Lunch*Peter’s Fish
MASS: Mount of Beatitudes.
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DAY 11: NAZARETH – JORDAN RIVER - GALILEE
Following Jesus steps in Galilea.
MASS: Nazareth
After breakfast at the hotel, off to Nazareth.Visit the Basilica of the Annunciation, the
Grotto of the Annunciation. the Church built on St.. Joseph’s workshop, the Virgin
Fountain and the Zoco.This afternoon off to the top of Mount Tabor, to visit the Church
of the Transfiguration, It is traditionally believed to be the site where the Transfiguration
of Christ took place, an event in the Gospels in which Jesus is transfigured upon an
unnamed mountain and speaks with Moses and Elijah.
Today we will experience of the renew baptism ceremony at Jordan River site.
Return to the hotel in Tiberias
Meals: Breakfast and Dinner
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Church of the
Beatitudes
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DAY 12: GALILEE - AKKO – MOUNT CARMEL – JAFFA – JERUSALEM
Breakfast at the hotel.Check out (luggages) Departure to Akko, a port city in northwest
Israel, on the Mediterranean coast, the remnants of Crusader. Visit the Templars
Cavaliers Caves of the Crusader City where St. Francis of Assisi arrived in 1219. From
here off to visit in Haifa the Carmelite Sanctuary of Stella Maris. From here to Caesarea.
Stop at the excavation of the Roman City, the ruins of the seafront Promontory Palace
include the remains of a mosaic floor. In the late evening throughout jaffa port /Tel Aviv to
Jerusalem, one of the oldest cities in the world, and is considered holy to the three major
Abrahamic religions:Judaism, Christianity, and Islam.
MASS: Carmel Sanctuary
WELCOME TO JERUSALEM
Our group will entry the Holy Land praying for the peace of Israel and the world.
Accommodation in Jerusalem Meals:Breakfast and Dinner

DAY 13: JERUSALEM
Breakfast at the hotel. Off to Mount of Olives. Visit the Ascension Chapel, e Pater Noster
Chapel, descending to the Dominus Flevit and to the Gethsemane Garden and the
Basilica of the Agony. From here to the Mount Sion. Visit St. Peter in Gallicantu Church.
Visit the Last Supper Room, the King David Tomb. We will pass through the Jewish
Quarter to the Western Wall.
This afternoon we will visit the Temple Mount and visit the israel Museum with the Model
of Jerusalem in Jesus Times. Back to the Hotel for dinner.
After dinner we will be transferred to Jaffa Gate for an amazing Sound and Light
classic Show in the Tower of David. After, back to the Hotel in Jerusalem.
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DAY 14: OLD CITY – BETHLEHEM - JERUSALEM
After breakfast at the hotel, it is time to leave to the old city of Jerusalem. Visit the
Bethesda Pools. The St. Anne Church. Following to Jesus steps in the Via Dolorosa
throughout the Saint Sepulcher. MASS: Saint Sépulcre
This afternoon we will drive to Bethlehem. The Gospels of Matthew and Luke identify
Bethlehem as the birthplace of Jesus. Here we will visit the Church of the Nativity, the St.
Jerome and St. Joseph's Grottos, the Nativity Grotto, and the Shepherd Field. Return to
Jerusalem to the hotel.
Tonight, we will have our Farewell dinner to receive the” Peregrine Certificate”.
Meals: Breakfast and Dinner

DAY 15: JERUSALÉM - BACK HOME
Breakfast, checkout your hotel (luggages). At the advised time our group will be
transferred to Tel Aviv International Airport. With assistance of our representatives
we will say SHALOM to Israel, bring amazing memories of our trip in Israel.
Meals: Breakfast
End of our services in Israel. Safe travels.
Traveling is the best way to learn about the world.
After returning from the heart of a destination, talk to others about your amazing
travel experiences.
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Via Dolorosa
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WHAT TO EXPECT:
Be sure to find out the answers before buying your travel package

PACKAGE INCLUDES: EGYPT
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

International Airfares leaving and returning Miami gateway .
Domestic Airfares from Cairo to Luxor and back to Cairo
All transfers as per mentioned in the program.
3 Nights hotel accommodation in Luxor
2 Night hotel accommodation in Cairo.
2 Days of sightseeings in Luxor
1 Day tour in Cairo visiting the Egyptian Museum, and Pyramids
1 Night hotel accommodation in Santa Catarina
Assisted hike to the top of Mount Sinai and back to the hotel
1 Night hotel accommodation in Taba- Egypt,
Assisted Immigration crossing from Taba (Egypt) to Israel
Portuguese speaking tour guide “Egyptologist”.
Driver and Tour guide coordinator
Entrance fees for all sightseeing in the itinerary.in Egypt
Meals: Breakfast and dinner

PACKAGE INCLUDES: ISRAEL
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Private transportation DeLuxe motorcoach with AC and Wifi
All transfers and sightseeing as per mentioned in the program.
1 Night hotel accommodation in Dead Sea
3 Nights hotel accommodation in Tiberiades.
3 Night hotel accommodation in Jerusalem
Assisted Immigration at Tel Aviv Airport, Israel, on the return
Licenced Portuguese speaking tour guide
Entrance fees for all sightseeing in the itinerary.in Israel
Sound and lights show at david Tower in Jerusalem
Meals: Breakfast and dinner

SPECIAL LUNCHES INCLUDED:
●
Taba at the resort
●
Peter’s Fish at Gagilea Sea
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WHAT TO EXPECT:
Be sure to find out the answers before buying your travel package

PACKAGE DOES NOT INCLUDES: EGYPT nor ISRAEL
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Travel Insurance Cancelation for any reason (highly recommended)
Visa Upon arrival at Cairo airport - Cost $35.00
Meals other than specified.
All items of a personal nature (telephone calls, Laundry, room service, etc.).
City Tax (Client must be paid directly at the hotel).
Any beverage not mentioned in tour program description
Tipping Egyptologist guide, coordinator guide and vehicle driver.
(Suggestion USD15.00 P/person-p/day)
Tipping Israel Tour guide, coordinator guide and vehicle driver.
(Suggestion USD15.00 P/person-p/day)
Tipping at restaurants where Lunch is included in the itinerary
Any sightseeing entrance not mentioned in the itinerary

WHERE YOU WILL STAY: 5 Stars Tourist Category accommodation
Meals: Breakfast and Dinner
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

2 Nights in Luxor:
2 Night in Cairo :
1 Night in St. Catarina:
1 Night in Taba :
1 Night in Dead Sea:
3 Nights in Tiberias:
3 Nights in Jerusalem:

Jolie Ville Kings Island Resort
Barcelo Pyramids Hotel
Morgan Land Hotel
La Playa Beach Resort
Prima Oasis Hotel
Lake House Hotel
Prima King Hotel

Website:
Jolie Ville Kings Island Resort : http://joliebeach.com
Barcelo Pyramids: https://www.barcelo.com/es-es/barcelo-cairo-pyramids

Morgan Land:
http://www.morgenland-village.net/
La Playa Beach Resort : http://laplayaresorttaba.com
Prima Oasis: https://www.prima-hotels-israel.com/prima-oasis-hotel-dead-sea
Tiberíades:
https://www.lake-house-hotel.com/tiberias
Jerusalém:
https://www.prima-hotels-israel.com/prima-kings-jerusalem:
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09 to 24 March 2021 : Group Travel Date
Departure Gateway:
Miami
Open:
Flights Information
REMARKS: This date can be changed if mandatory for

better accomodation of the group.

Where you will stay: 5 Stars Touristic Category
Meals: Breakfast and Dinner

Package Price :

USD 3997.00
Per person, based on double occupancy
Single Supplement : USD 870.00

Know Before You Go
Passport: Valid for at least six months beyond the dates of travel
Visa : YES @ Arrival (EGYPT) USD35.00
Currency : Egyptian pound (Egypt)
Shekel (Israel)

Weather: Sunny days with cold nights.(chances of rain)
Local Contact : +1 954-494-8058(Beatriz Braga)
WhatsApp :

+1 561-504-3249(Bella Ferreira)
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Creating Memories
2018 Pe. Carlos Anklan Group
You're invited to be part of our next travel experience
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GROUP TRAVEL DATES:2021
March 09 -24

Contact :
Phone: +1 (866) 654-4111 or
+1 (954) 783-4111
WhatsApp: +1 (561) 504-3249
Email: info@bellatravelonline.com
Website: www.bellaviagens.com
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